
holding an ESSE competition on the topic  

NAZARBAYEV N.A. - PERSONALITY, POLITICIAN, LEADER " 

 

Date: October 28, 2021 

Participants of the ESSE competition: 1st year students of the Karaganda 

Technical University 

Organizer: Master of Pedagogical Sciences, Senior Lecturer of the Department 

"History of Kazakhstan" Z.N. Nurligenova. 

 

Much has been written about the role of personality in history. There are 

examples when individuals possessed colossal destructive power for all of 

humanity or an individual state. However, the world knows also outstanding 

people who, thanks to their own exclusivity, managed to direct social forces to 

build the foundations of a new statehood and ensured their native country a worthy 

place in the world community. It is a matter of pride that one of such personalities 

is Nursultan Nazarbayev. 

According to Doctor of Philosophy, Professor Abdesh Kalmyrzaev, the 

President is distinguished by such qualities as diligence, talent, dedication, energy, 

the ability to combine study with practice, deep knowledge of the pulse of life, 

accurate hitting the top ten in determining the interests and aspirations of his 

people. The fateful era at the end of the 20th century demanded such a leader as 

Nursultan Abishevich Nazarbayev, who came out of the midst of the people 

themselves, who know very well and are deeply aware of the historical 

responsibility to their native nation and all the inhabitants of Kazakhstan during the 

construction of an independent state. 

Of course, our country has gone a colossal path of political and economic 

development. Institutions necessary for the normal functioning of market relations 

were created, a legislative basis for the development of the economy was provided, 

large-scale work was carried out to promote industrial and innovative processes, a 

powerful business sector was formed, and so on. 

However, as new heights are reached in the state, there is a growing need for 

further modernization of the political system, development of a systematic 

approach to the implementation of new democratic reforms and imparting 

dynamism to them. That is why the First President set a strategic task - to build a 

fundamentally new model of the political system in the country. 

Today, thanks to its clear and verified foreign policy line, Kazakhstan is a 

respected and authoritative member of the world community, thanks to the far-

sighted policy of the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

In this regard, at the Department of "History of Kazakhstan" of the 

Karaganda Technical University on October 28, 2021, the annual competition 

"NAZARBAYEV N.A. - PERSONALITY, POLITICIAN, LEADER ". 21 works 

were submitted for the competition. Competition committee consisting of Ph.D., 

Art. teacher Amerkhanova Zh.B., M.P., Art. teacher Oshanov N.Z., M.G., Art. 

teacher Tleugabylova K.S. distributed the following prizes: 

 



Works in the state language: 

I place - Madi Asylzhanov, student of the EE-21-1 group (scientific 

supervisor - K.S. Tleugabylova) 

II place - Anara Kuandy, student of the Met-21-1 group (supervisor - 

Zhagypkanova L.B.) 

III place - Kuanysh Nurbөpe, student of the VTSSU-21-1s group (scientific 

advisor - Kasimova S.S.) 
 

Works in Russian: 

I place - Alexander Borisenko, student of the TE-21-2s group (scientific 

advisor - Nurligenova Z.N.) 

II place - Vladimir Emelianenko, student of the MB-21-2 group (supervisor - 

Zh.B. Amerkhanova) 

III place - Mukhambetov Omarkhan, student of the TE-21-2s group 

(supervisor - Nurligenova Z.N.) 

 

Nominations: 

"For initiative and dedication" 

Maksүtova Meirzhan student of group MV-21-1 (supervisor - Amrina M.S.) 

 

"For creativity and creativity" 

Shaimerdenov Temirlan student of the OPI-21-2 group (supervisor - 

Oshanov N.Z.) 

 

"For the shown activity" 

Nurlanova Almagul student of group ST-21-1 (supervisor - 

Temirzhanova Sh.M.) 
 

 

 

 

Responsible for research, research work 

Department "History of Kazakhstan"                             Z.N. Nurligenova 

  



  
 

 



 
 

 
 


